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Introduction
When the Whitney Drain was constructed in the late 1920s to alleviate spring floods that
were occurring, dynamiting techniques and dredging were used to form the drain. Since it
was last dredged nearly 50 years ago, the lower portion of the drain has undergone a
physical transformation from a narrow drain to a high velocity body of water. As a result,
the waterway has carved out new boundaries and the channel has widened to more than
150 feet, with stream velocities generally ranging from 4 to 7 feet per second. In addition,
aggressive stream bank erosion has occurred, both by natural and human means, to the
point where near vertical banks stand devoid of vegetation.
The Saginaw Bay Remedial Action Plan has identified the Whitney Drain as a major
contributor of sediment to the Saginaw Bay. The high sediment content, which is due to
highly unstable soils and eroding banks, has compromised fish migration, exposed public
utilities, and twice threatened to washout Turner Road. Thus, the goal of the Whitney
Drain Improvement Project was to stabilize the existing channel through a variety of
techniques, including rock riffles, j-hooks, cross-vanes, and vegetative cover to substantially
reduce the amount of sediment entering the river. Riprap, native plantings, and very
selective log jam and dead tree removals were also techniques incorporated into this
project, along with channel realignment and the construction of floodplain benches along
the downstream portion of the drain.
This project was made possible with funding from the Michigan Department of
Environmental Quality, Environmental Science and Services Division.
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Figure 1: Whitney Intercounty Drain Site Location
Map Sections 9, 10, 11, and 12, T20N, R7E in Arenac
County.
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Project Goals and Objectives
The Whitney Intercounty Drain carries the highest sediment load of any watershed in the
Saginaw Bay region, contributing approximately 8,000 cubic yards annually prior to the
drainage improvement project. Prior to construction, major sources of sedimentation
included:
1. Bank erosion due to a higher velocity and steeper grade of the Whitney Drain, as
compared to the original watercourse of the East Branch of the Au Gres River.
Before the diversion in the 1920s, the River traversed roughly 12 miles, but the
distance was reduced to less than 4 miles with the construction of the Drain.
2. Bank erosion due to foot traffic by fishermen and public access to the Whitney
Drain. Foot traffic removed erosion controlling vegetation adjacent to the Drain,
increasing bank instability by loosening soil and exacerbating erosion.
3. Bank erosion due to the installation of soil erosion control measures to protect
Turner Road. When the Arenac County Road Commission deposited riprap along the
Drain to stabilize roadside banks, it acted as a solid obstruction resulting in
modified flow characteristics, which in turn led to excessive erosion on the opposite
bank.
4. Bank erosion due to fallen trees. As the Drain banks degraded, tree roots were
undercut and trees fell into the Drain, causing water course modifications within the
Drain, contributing to subsequent stream bank erosion.
5. Sediment intrusion due to side inlets. BMPs had not been employed to restrict
sediment from entering via side inlets into the Drain, resulting in increased
sediment deposits. These deposits, which formed obstructions within the Drain,
caused watercourse modifications within the Drain, contributing to subsequent
stream bank erosion.
6. Streambed degradation. Due to channel undercutting, the sediment transport
patterns within the Drain were altered, resulting in further erosion of the streambed
and banks.
The poor water quality created by the excessive sediment loading decreased migration of
many species of fish that historically use the East Branch of the Au Gres River for
spawning to be compromised. Based on a comparison of local historical records, recent years
have shown a decline in fish populations within the Whitney Drain, which in turn has
allowed fewer fishermen to take advantage of a major fish migratory route.
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Further problems with the Whitney Drain and associated bank erosion centered around
public safety. Natural gas mains and water mains have been exposed by the eroding banks
and stream bottom, and concerns over the water quality at the Saginaw-Midland Water
System intake were common.
The goals of the Whitney Drain Improvement Project were to mitigate severe bank erosion,
reduce sediment loading, and improve water quality. These were accomplished by
incorporating natural and engineered restoration techniques included filling, grading, and
realigning channel layout; installation of sedimentation and soil erosion control structures;
general drain rehabilitation to stabilize the streambed in order to prevent further
down-cutting; riprap placement; and tree removals to eliminate site-specific erosion.

Figure 2: Pre-Project Conditions Example of severe bank erosion, log jams, and
sediment bars in the downstream portion of the Whitney Drain.
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Best Management Practice (BMP) Summary
Turner Road “Bend” to Noble Road
Several alternatives were considered for channel stabilization within the Whitney. Due to a
significant degree of entrenchment and constraints of the drainage easements, stabilization
work focused on in-stream methods. Newbury Riffles (Riffles) were recommended to provide
the desired grade control, habitat improvement, and bank protection. Riffles (Figure 3)
have been used extensively throughout the United States and Canada and have proven to
be effective on streams similar to the Whitney Intercounty Drain.
Riffle structures were designed with very specific requirements to reduce stream bank
erosion by providing vertical control, centralizing the flow of water in the channel, and
reducing velocities along the stream banks. Extending the structures up the bank further
ensures stability of adjacent banks. Crest elevations of each structure were determined
using site-specific critical depth calculations. Grade was controlled by utilizing a
“step-down” method, where the crest elevation of a downstream riffle is the toe elevation of
a riffle located immediately upstream.

Figure 3: Typical Rock Riffle within the Whitney Intercounty Drain Example Rock
riffle structure installed to stabilize the drain bottom by concentrating flow in the
center of the channel.

The locations of riffles were determined based on published data, case studies, and on
existing characteristics of the Drain, including bank heights, bed slope, existing erosion
problems, and existing riffles or pools with quality aquatic habitat.
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The spacing of structures was designed to prevent head-cutting of the channel bed, thereby
maintaining the channel slope over a long period of time. Spacing was adjusted to promote
efficient flow through existing bridge crossings and to maintain existing pools and quality
habitats within the project area.
Riffle structures provide a diversity of habitats that were limited within the Drain. Pools
were created and are maintained by the crest elevations of adjacent structures and the
concentration of flow in the center of the channel. In addition, the velocity distribution
through the structures promote sorting of substrates downstream, thereby creating a riffle
and glide area suitable for a variety of aquatic organisms.

Noble Road to US-23
Downstream of Noble Road, the Drain channel had tall, steep side slopes in excess of 25 feet
deep. Significant property loss had resulted due to years of extensive erosion. The proposed
design realigned the flow channel from meandering to straight, between the Noble Road
and US-23 Bridge abutments. This channel was armored with riprap to prevent future
meandering of the watercourse. Riffles were also installed every 200 feet to centralize flow
and create habitat for migrating fish species.
A floodplain shelf, inundated during the one- to two-year or larger storm events, was
constructed on either side of the new channel to create a two-stage floodplain. The
floodplain was covered with erosion control blankets and the entire floodplain was seeded
and planted with herbaceous and shrub species.
It should be noted that since reference streams were unavailable with similar drainage
patterns, and there was no regional curve data to relate channel dimensions to drainage
area for streams in Michigan, many of the design parameters for these improvements were
based largely on data collection of existing conditions, historic conditions, expected
hydrologic conditions, the goal of maintaining a stable channel, and published data. Using a
regional curve for Wisconsin Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), results of
modeling and surveying, and sediment analyses, a “weight of evidence” approach was used
to determine an appropriate dimension for proposed construction of the new channel. An
appropriate cross sectional area for this channel was determined to be approximately
125 square feet, with a bank-full width of approximately 40 feet and mean depth of
approximately 3 feet.
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Implementation
The following in-stream structures, rehabilitation techniques, and bank protection methods
have been implemented to maintain or enhance drain stability, and function to facilitate
enhancement of spawning and fish habitats. These structures have been successfully
applied in natural channel design for restoration, bank stabilization, grade control,
irrigation diversions, bridge protection, and recreational activities along the Whitney
Intercounty Drain.

In-Stream Structures
This downstream portion of the project incorporated eleven (11) riffle structures from the
Turner Road “Bend” to US-23. Riffles were set into the bed with a crest elevation equal to
the elevation of the downstream terminus of the next upstream riffle. Each structure was
built on a rock foundation embedded at least 18 inches into the stream bed. Riffles were
constructed of various size rocks to prevent movement downstream and down-cutting of the
channel. Heavy riprap was used to complete the structure and standard riprap was used to
fill gaps. Before and after photos of typical riffle structures are included in Appendix B.

Channel Relocation (Noble Road to US-23)
Approximately 1,200 feet of the existing channel was realigned and 1,600 feet of floodplain
constructed within the downstream portion of the Drain through a process of cut and fill
within this portion of the project area. Rock riprap was keyed into the Drain bottom and
placed up the side of the channel to a height equal to the top of bank elevation.
A floodplain shelf was constructed from the top of the new channel banks outward to the
sides of the existing valley. Immediately following construction, this constructed floodplain
was covered with erosion control blankets and the entire floodplain was seeded and planted
with herbaceous and shrub species. Approximately 3,600 plants and 0.75 acre of seed were
installed on the floodplain and adjacent banks.

Rock Armoring (Turner Road “Bend” to Noble Road)
During initial investigations of the Drain, Engineers sought to re-define the flow channel of
a sharp 90° bend near Turner Road. However, due to costs and environmental issues no
realignment changes were made. Instead, the bend was heavily armored as part of the
improvement project, using heavy riprap and geotextile fabric toed into the channel stream
bed and brought all the way to the top of bank. This area was anchored using live stakes.

Tree Removal
A total of thirty-five (35) trees and/or log revetments were removed from the Drain utilizing
CMI funding. In addition, several trees were cleared to gain access for construction
equipment. Tree roots were left in place so they can continue to stabilize the soils and
stream banks. Trees were offered to property owner, disposed of at an offsite location, or
chipped onsite, depending on the size.
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Figure 4: Channel Reconstruction Example of armoring banks with rock and
floodplain benches to prevent future erosion and naturalize the area.

Figure 5: Live Stakes Live stakes taken from within the project area to create a root
base to help stabilize the rock riprap bank.
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Outcomes
Within the months following completion of construction, survival and growth of plants has
been exceptional. Over 90% of the live stakes were living during inspections conducted in
November 2008. Grasses planted for erosion control were thriving and will provide good
protection against spring 2009 flows.
Two relatively large flow events have occurred since construction was completed; one in
early September and one in late December. Follow-up inspections revealed that all BMPs
functioned as designed and no movement of rock or structures resulted from high flows.
Two areas of erosion were noted following the first storm event, but both appeared to be
unrelated to construction activities or BMPs:
1. Bank slumping occurred near the most upstream riffle, possibly as a result of a tree
that fell on the guardrail and fractured the upper bank; and,
2. The upper bank collapsed near Station 104+00, apparently as a result of storm
water flowing off the roadway and into the Drain.
On May 18, 2009, a maintenance inspection of the CMI project area was conducted in
accordance with the methodology and criteria set forth in the plan. Overall, BMPs have
held up well over the course of two spring seasons. Despite several high-flow events and
reports of heavy ice during the winter/spring of 2009, only two riffle structures show
evidence of physical damage either on or around them. Damage to these two structures is
limited to minor erosion at the land/water interface between the weir structure and bank.
The crests and foundations of every riffle structure appear to be unchanged since original
construction. Build-up of logs or other debris was surprisingly limited, and was not noted as
a problem at any of the BMP sites or within the drain along Turner Road.
As noted above, vegetative plantings are thriving throughout most of the project area.
Plantings installed in recent months are beginning to grow leaves; live stakes placed in
drier areas have yet to develop leaves, but appear to remain viable based upon the
observation of “green” wood under the bark. Several of the live stakes installed in 2008
have nearly doubled in size. Seeding of the floodplains, bank restoration and construction
access areas is well established.

Addition Work
Additional construction activities were perform upstream of the CMI Grant area, including
the installation of approximately 2,400 feet (1,900 square yards) of riprap was installed at
nine (9) locations. Riprap was keyed into the Drain bottom and, at most sites, underlain
with non-woven geotextile fabric. Minor earthwork had to be completed at several sites to
create a stable slope and base for the riprap.
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A total of 3,600 live stakes, including 580 bare root plants representing 5 native species,
and one acre of seed were planted upstream of Turner Road to protect and enhance the
stream bank, including both the right and left banks. Fifteen (15) trees were removed in the
upstream portion of the Drain as well.
Thirteen (13) riffles and fifteen (15) cross-vanes were also constructed as part of the
improvement project. Cross-vanes were constructed as grade control structures that
decrease near-bank shear stress, velocity, and stream flow, but increases the energy in the
center of the channel. Once constructed, these structures not only established grade control
through the Drain, they also reduced bank erosion while maintaining channel capacity.
Cross vanes improve stream habitat due to: 1) an increase in bank cover due to a
differential raise of the water surface in the bank region; 2) the creation of holding and
refuge cover during both high and low flow periods in the deep pool; 3) the development of
feeding lanes in the flow separation zones (the interface between fast and slow water) due
to the strong downwelling and upwelling forces in the center of the channel; and 4) the
creation of spawning habitat in the tail-out or glide portion of the pool.
J-hooks, upstream directed, are gently sloping structures composed of riprap having been
constructed in eighty-four (84) locations in the upstream portion of the Drain along the
outside of the Drain at bends where strong downwelling and upwelling currents, high
boundary stress, and high velocity gradients generate high stress in the near-bank region.
These structures have been constructed to reduce bank erosion by reducing near-bank
slope, velocity, velocity gradient, stream power, and shear stress.
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Lessons Learned
The following are lessons learned as a result of the Whitney Intercounty Drain
Improvement Project:
1. Winter construction proved to be effective at reducing, or altogether eliminating,
sediment input from adjacent disturbed soils. The ground was frozen during the
construction of all in-stream BMPs upstream of Noble Road, and while ice on the
channel did slow construction, time and money were ultimately saved due to
minimal restoration of disturbed soils following construction.
2. The ability to adapt the BMPs to specific locations due to actual field conditions
created a more durable project. BMPs were used to address actual concerns present
at the time of construction for a given location, especially if conditions had changed
since the original fieldwork had been completed in years prior.
3. Selective tree removal versus traditional clear cutting methods along the Drain
resulted in more stable banks and allowed for a more naturally aesthetic Drain.
Furthermore, designated trees along the bank that were stable and not in fear of
collapsing into the Drain were left in place to provide necessary habitat and shade
for aquatic species.
4. Live stakes from the project area were used in lieu of purchasing them from a
supplier. Dogwood, alder, and willow were available in great abundance within the
Drain easement. Using local materials ensured the use of plants that have evolved
under local growing conditions and reduced the time of exposure between cutting
and transplant. Ultimately, greater survival and earlier growth are anticipated.
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Long-Term Evaluation, Monitoring, and Maintenance
The following maintenance plan was developed to establish conditions under which the
Whitney Intercounty Drainage Board (WDIB) will provide routine maintenance on BMPs
installed in the project area:
The WIDB, or their agent, will conduct periodic visual inspections of the BMPs. All
inspections are to be completed by personnel qualified to recognize problems and
recommend maintenance. Maintenance activities will be determined on a site-specific
basis. Visual inspections focus on signs of erosion and structural integrity of the BMPs
(Appendix C). Field personnel will submit results of inspections to the WIDB within
48 hours of inspection. Visual inspections will be conducted according to the following
schedule:
1. BMPs (including riffles, plantings, riprap, and two-stage channel) will be
inspected monthly for the first 12 months after installation. Inspections will be
conducted following precipitation events, when possible. After the first
12 months, inspections will be conducted twice a year for a period of 5 years.
2. If notified by local residents, the road commission, the township, or others that a
BMP has failed or is endanger of failing.
If it is determined that the physical or functional integrity of BMPs has been altered,
the WIDB will evaluate and perform the maintenance needed, as necessary (see
attached maintenance recommendations and considerations for each BMP, including
riffles, plantings, riprap, and two-stage channel). The WIDB will contact a qualified
Contractor to perform required maintenance work. All BMPs are to be maintained in a
functional state for the duration of this maintenance plan. Please note, no maintenance
is necessary on vegetative plantings, other than ensuring at least 60% overall survival.
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Project Contributors
The following organization’s provided grant funding for the Whitney Intercounty Drain
Improvement Project:
MDEQ’s Clean Michigan Initiative (CMI)
Saginaw Bay Watershed Initiative Network (WIN)
Great Lake Commission1

$752,150
$28,000
$72,188

In kind, matching funds were also provided by:
Arenac County Drain Commissioner
Iosco County Drain Commissioner
Ogemaw County Drain Commissioner

1

This grant was used for BMP construction within the upstream (non-CMI) portion of the Drain.
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Appendix A
CMI Grant Agreement
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It is anticipated the Whitney Intercounty Drainage Board will meet semi-annually after each
review of the Whitney Drain system. They will discuss and approve any needed maintenance. At
the completion of the evaluation process, the information will be available for public and
governmental use. A series of articles outlining project and specific improvements will be
featured in the Pipeline Magazine. This information can easily be incorporated into public or
private internet web pages and local interest group mailings. We anticipate holding seminars at
the Michigan Association of County Drain Commissioners semi-annual conventions to
disseminate the information to Drain Commissioners statewide.

F. Project Summary
The Saginaw Bay Remedial Action Plan has identified the Whitney Drain in Arenac County as a
major contributor of sediment to the Saginaw Bay. The high sediment content due to highly
unstable soils has compromised fish migration, exposed public utilities, and twice threatened
Turner Road. The Whimey Drain Improvement Project's goal is to stabilize the grade and
adjacent banks from historic erosion. The aim of these bank stabilization techniques will be to
reduce bank erosion and velocities, thus significantly reducing sediment transport in this river. A
pool and riffle system supplemented by stream barbs, cross vanes and vegetative cover will be
implemented to substantially reduce the amount of sediment entering the river. The proposed
techniques, unique to this region, will serve to stabilize the channel and grade, while protecting
public improvements and creating and maintaining a desirable natural area.

Page 6

D. Submit quarterly reports. The BOARD will submit quarterly reports that detail all
activities implemented under the grant. WCR will assist the BOARD with preparation of
quarterly reports. The BOARD will submit the quarterly reports to the MDEQ within 30
days after the end of each quarter. This task will also include submitting CMI post audit
documentation.
E. Identify subcontractors and submit contractor forms to MDEQ. The BOARD, with
assistance from WT, will be responsible for assigning work to the sub-consultant
engineering and environmental firms. WT will also assist in developing contracts with
subcontractors and the BOARD will submit a package of selected subcontractors to
MDEQ for final review and approval.
F. Identify volunteer and contractual labor. WT, with assistance from WCR, will
identify work to be completed by contractual labor, and if any work can be completed by
volunteers.

G. Provide draft final report to the MDEQ with before and after pictures of BMP sites.
The BOARD will provide a draft final report to the MDEQ for review 30 days prior to
expiration of this contract. WT and WCR will assist the BOARD with preparation of the
draft and final reports.

H. Submit final report, fact sheet and release of claims no later then 30 days after the
contract ends. The BOARD will submit the final products to the MDEQ.
One copy of the final report to the PA; four copies to the Admin staff; electronic
copies will also be submitted to the PA and the Admin Unit
A Final paper project fact sheet and Final electronic project fact sheet
Submittal of release of claims statement
I. Distribute final report. The BOARD will distribute the final report after MDEQ
approval. Funding for products and work performed after the contract deadline will
not be reimbursed.
Task 2: Field Assessment and modeling (10%)
A. Preliminary site inspection. WT and WCR will conduct a preliminary inspection of the
Whitney Drain. This inspection will focus on identifying and prioritizing specific
locations for BMP implementation.
B. Survey contour and base mapping. WT will survey contours and create base maps.
Base maps will provide working models to be used for off-site planning, design, bidding
and other miscellaneous applications. Aerocon will be contracted to provide aerial photos
and base map guidance.
C. Survey drain cross-sections. With assistance from WCR, WT will survey the crosssections. Cross sections are necessary for hydraulic and hydrologic calculations, BMP
design, and accurate before-and-after comparisons.
D. Soil investigation. WT will be responsible for the collection of soil borings for
geotechnical purposes to define soil stability when implementing intrusive BMPs. Loose
soil will be collected in glass jars for sieve analysis. This data will be used for soil
classification and estimated soil stability ratings.
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Appendix B
Before and After Photographs of BMPS
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Before - Station 21+80

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 60+20

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 68+00

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 72+20

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 82+50

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 88+25

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 90+00

After - Bank Stabilization
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Before - Station 120+50

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 130+50

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 140+00

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 159+25

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 173+50

After - Riffle
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Before - Station 188+50

After - Riffle
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Before - 195+50

After - Bank Stabilization and Floodplain Creation
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Live stakes placed in between the riprap for more stable root base
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Monitoring and Maintenance Forms
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BMP Inspection and Recommended Maintenance
BMP:

Station (Location):

Date:

Field Personnel:

Photo Number(s):

Observations:

Recommended Maintenance:

Maintenance to be completed by:
Date

Maintenance Complete:
Signature
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BMP Inspection Checklist
In-Stream Structures:
 Photographs.
 Is there any excessive erosion of the banks or bed – enough to require immediate
repair or follow-up inspection?
 Is there excessive sedimentation? Mid-channel or transverse bars?
 Is there head cutting?
 Do the stones appear to be in the correct position?
 Is there excessive build-up of logs or other debris?
 Does the structure appear to be functioning as intended?
Vegetative Plantings:
 Photographs.
 Estimate the percent survival of planted specimens.
 Do the plants appear to be thriving?
Two-Stage Channel:
 Photographs.
 Is there any excessive erosion of the banks or bed – enough to require immediate
repair or follow-up inspection?
 Is there excessive sedimentation? Mid-channel or transverse bars?
 Is there head cutting?
 Is the riprap stable?
 Is there any exposed geotextile fabric?
 Does the floodplain appear stable?
 Is there evidence of recent inundation of the floodplain?
 Do the channel and floodplain appear to be functioning as intended?
 Are there any debris jams in the channel or floodplain?
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